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Abstract—This paper proposes a combination of the Reverse
Direction Protocol (RDP) defined in the IEEE 802.11n and the
Network Coding (NC) technique to improve the energy efficiency
of wireless networks based on the IEEE 802.11. The aim of the
combined approach, named BidCode, is to allow intermediate
nodes to combine several received packets into coded packets
and immediately forward them upon successful reception of data.
The energy efficiency of BidCode is analyzed in this paper and
compared to those of the Distributed Coordination Function
(DCF) and an important NC protocol based on IEEE 802.11,
called COPE. Both analytical and simulation results show the
high energy efficiency of BidCode with gains of up to 350% and
130% when compared to DCF and COPE, respectively.∗

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Network Coding (NC) paradigm has been widely recognized as a powerful mean for improving energy efficiency in
wireless networks [1]. The idea behind the NC approach is to
allow intermediate nodes to simultaneously transmit combined
information from several sources to multiple destinations by
exploiting the broadcast channel. This operation implies a reduction of the total number of channel accesses, which results
in less energy consumed per delivered bit of information.
Despite the potential energy savings of NC, the inspiring
work in [2] showed that there exist important practical considerations that should be taken into account for the proper implementation of NC in currently operating wireless networks.
In particular, NC awareness of the Medium Access Control
(MAC) protocol is essential to allow assigning different access
priorities to multiple nodes based on the NC operation. Unfortunately, the widely used Distributed Coordination Function
(DCF) of the IEEE 802.11 Standard [3] does not represent a
suitable MAC solution as it was designed to provide equal
channel access opportunities for all the nodes on average [4].
To illustrate this problem, Fig. 1 shows two simple, but
important and widely employed, network topologies, namely,
(a) Alice and Bob and (b) cross. In Alice and Bob topology
(see Fig. 1a), relay node R would always capture 1/2 of the
channel to send twice more data packets than source nodes
A and B. However, R will get 1/3, due to the DCF fairness,
when A and B increase their transmission rates, which together will capture up to 2/3 of the channel. Therefore, R
will not be able to forward packets to A and B with the
same rate as they arrive. On the contrary, when R enables NC
operations, it uses 1/3 of the channel to send coded packets
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Fig. 1. Reference scenarios: (a) Alice and Bob, wherein two source nodes
A and B exchange data through relay node R and (b) Cross, wherein two
bidirectional flows from A and B and C and D, respectively, intersect at R.

that contain pairs of packets from A and B, reaching 2/3
and thus matching the incoming and outgoing rates. In cross
topology (see Fig. 1b), R gets 1/5 of the channel, because
there are four source nodes around it, while it is receiving
packets from A, B, C, and D with 4/5 rate. Even though NC
is enabled, R can only send a coded packet composed of a pair
of packets from A and B or C and D, respectively, reaching
2/5 which is not sufficient to match the incoming rate.
In order to cope with this limitation, the relay nodes that
are ready to transmit coded packets could be granted higher
priority for channel access, as coded packets can provide more
information for the network than non-coded packets. For this,
previous works [5]–[8] proposed to adjust the size of the Contention Window (CW) based on the level of traffic congestion,
the state of channel contention, and NC information. However,
in these works, the relay nodes are still affected by the serious
competition of all nodes for channel access, since the access
priority is higher on average, i.e., probabilistic. Consequently,
the proposed schemes cannot guarantee an immediate channel
access for the relay nodes when they actually need it.
In our previous work [9], we presented a new NC-aware
MAC protocol, coined BidCode, that allows bidirectional
transmissions involving network coded data packets between
wireless nodes. BidCode is an extension of our previously
proposed Bidirectional MAC (BidMAC) [10], [11] inspired by
the already standardized Reverse Direction Protocol (RDP) of
the IEEE 802.11n. In both BidMAC and RDP, the receiving
node of a data packet can respond with a data packet, instead
of just sending an explicit acknowledgment (ACK). However,
in RDP the initiator of the reverse direction transmission is
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(a) DCF: R forwards the packets from A and B to their respective destinations.
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(b) COPE: R encodes the packets from A and B and forwards a coded packet.
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This section overviews the protocols under consideration,
i.e., DCF, COPE, BidMAC, and BidCode, and shows an
example of operation of each protocol in Fig. 2.
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(c) BidMAC: R can send a data packet immediately after receiving it.
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COPE inserts an NC layer on top of the MAC layer that
is responsible for performing linear combinations of several
received packets from different flows using XOR operations.
In order to allow proper NC operation, COPE introduces a
number of modifications in the network stack architecture.
First, nodes enable the promiscuous mode to process and
store overheard packets for a limited time. Second, nodes
opportunistically produce coded packets and send them to
one of the intended receivers with an additional header that
includes a complete list of the next-hop receivers. Third, upon
successful decoding, receiving nodes schedule ACK events
that are to be sent together with data packets or periodic control packets. Finally, nodes periodically inform their neighbors
about the packets they have stored for coding and decoding
opportunities, through reception reports.
The MAC protocol operation of COPE is according to
the DCF of the IEEE 802.11. This MAC protocol employs
the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism in combination with a binary
exponential backoff algorithm and an optional Request-ToSend/Clear-To-Send (RTS/CTS) handshake. As shown in Fig.
2a, in each data transmission, the transmitting node waits
for a DCF Interframe Space (DIFS) and a random backoff
period. Then, the transmitting and receiving nodes exchange
the RTS and CTS packets, interleaved by a Short Interframe
Space (SIFS), before the transmission of data. Upon successful
reception of data, the receiving node responds with an ACK
packet after a SIFS. Other nodes overhearing the exchange of
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the transmitting node whereas in BidMAC it is the receiving
node, which can extend the transmission duration based on the
amount of data to send. Therefore, BidMAC and BidCode can
achieve higher performances since congested relay nodes are
able to dynamically forward data and coded data, respectively,
to their receivers without contending for channel access.
The performance evaluation of BidCode presented in [9]
was based on computer-based simulations considering the
Alice and Bob scenario only. In this paper, we analyze the
energy efficiency of BidCode in both the Alice and Bob
and cross scenarios and provide a comprehensive performance
evaluation of the protocol by means of the derived analysis and
computer-based simulations. The energy efficiency results of
BidCode are compared to those of the DCF, BidMAC, and
a well-known DCF+NC protocol referred to as COPE [2],
considering the traffic load, packet length, and data rate.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section
II provides a brief description of the evaluated protocols. In
Section III, the energy efficiency analysis of the protocols is
presented. The evaluation results are then discussed in Section
IV. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.

(d) BidCode: R can send a coded packet upon successful data reception.
Fig. 2. Examples of operation of the DCF, COPE, BidMAC, and BidCode
protocols in the Alice and Bob scenario.

packets read the duration field of control and data packets and
update their Network Allocation Vectors (NAVs).
The COPE protocol operates as shown in Fig. 2b. When
node A seizes the channel, it sends packet a to node R using
the RTS/CTS mechanism while node B stops the backoff
procedure upon overhearing the CTS packet destined to node
A. After a DIFS, node B resumes the backoff procedure and
obtains a transmission opportunity earlier than node R. After
receiving packet b, node R combines a and b into a ⊕ b,
completes the backoff procedure, and randomly sends a ⊕ b to
node B, which immediately replies with an ACK packet. Both
nodes A and B can retrieve packets b and a, respectively, by
using their own packets and the received coded packet.
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TABLE I
S YSTEM PARAMETERS

B. BidCode
BidCode exploits NC as specified in COPE together with
the reverse direction transmission mode defined in BidMAC.
Fig. 2c illustrates the operation of BidMAC. When node R
receives the RTS packet from node A, it replies with a CTS
packet whose duration field is updated with the additional
time required to enable a transmission in the reverse direction.
Thus, node B can update its NAV with the longer duration of
the transmission and node R can immediately forward packet
a to node B upon receiving it, after a SIFS. Then, node
B acknowledges data reception with an explicit ACK packet
and node A can interpret the newly received data packet as
an implicit ACK packet for its transmitted data packet. In a
similar way, packet b is forwarded from node B to node A.
Following the description of BidMAC, BidCode operates as
depicted in Fig. 2d. Node A transmits packet a to node R by
using standard DCF rules. However, when node R receives the
RTS packet from node B, it identifies a coding opportunity
with packet a and sends back a CTS packet with the value
of the duration field extended to cover the transmission of the
possible coded packet. Then, node B sends packet b and node
R responds with a⊕b. Node B completes the data exchange by
sending an ACK packet and both nodes A and B can retrieve
the original packets as explained above for COPE.
III. E NERGY E FFICIENCY A NALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the maximum achievable energy
efficiency of the protocols in a generalized scenario that
includes both the Alice and Bob and cross topologies.
A. System Model and Assumptions
We consider a wireless network composed of a relay node
and N source nodes (see Fig. 1). All are equipped with
IEEE 802.11n wireless interfaces. Since the analysis is aimed
at computing the upper bound of the energy efficiency, we
assume that the probability of collision is zero and the channel
is ideal. Also, there are always packets to transmit in the buffer
but no packets are lost due to buffer overflow. All data packets
have a constant bit length. Fragmentation is not used and the
propagation delay is neglected. We also assume that the time
and energy spent for XOR coding/decoding are negligible.
We choose one possible configuration of IEEE 802.11n
that is equivalent to IEEE 802.11g. Specifically, the Extended
Rate Physical-layer (ERP) OFDM specification is used, which
provides 8 transmission modes with data rates from 6 Mbps
to 54 Mbps and Number of Data Bits Per OFDM Symbol
(NDBP S ) from 24 to 216. The transmission times of RTS
(TRT S ), CTS (TCT S ), ACK (TACK ), DATA (TDAT A ), and
XORDATA (TXORDAT A ) packets are calculated by [3] as


Lserv +8 · Lx +Ltail
+TsigEx (1)
Tx =Tpre +Tsig +Tsym
NDBP S
where x is the type of
Tsig is the signal time,
symbol, and TsigEx is
the ceiling function d.e,

packet, Tpre is the preamble time,
Tsym is the duration of an OFDM
the signal extension period. Inside
Lserv refers to the service bits and

Parameter
Tslot
TSIF S
TDIF S
TEIF S
CWmin
CWmax
TBO
Tpre
Tsig
Tsym
TsigEx

Value
9 µs
10 µs
28 µs
88 µs
15
1023
67.5 µs
16 µs
4 µs
4 µs
6 µs

Parameter
Th
Lserv
Ltail
LRT S
LCT S =LACK
LM AChdr
LXORhdr
LF CS
Pt
Pr
Pi

Value
10 ms
16 b
6b
20 B
14 B
34 B
40 B
4B
1.65 W
1.4 W
1.15 W

Ltail is the sequence of tail bits. Lx is the packet length,
where x may be the RTS, CTS, ACK, or MAC data packet
or MAC Protocol Data Unit (MPDU). The MPDU includes
a frame body or MAC Service Data Unit (MSDU) with a
MAC header (LM AChdr ) and a Frame Check Sequence (FCS)
(LF CS ). Also, a XOR header (LXORhdr ) is added to coded
data packets [2]. Note that control response packets such as
CTS and ACK are transmitted using the basic rates 6, 12, and
24 Mbps, based on the rate selecion rules specified in [3]. All
the above parameters and their values are provided in Table I.
B. Energy Efficiency and Energy Consumption
The energy efficiency of a given protocol x (ηx ) is defined as
the amount of bits contained in a MSDU (LM SDU ) divided by
the energy consumption ratio (Ex ) to transmit the data packet
that includes the MSDU:
8 · LM SDU
ηx [Mb/J]=
(2)
Ex
where Ex is defined as the product of power consumption (P )
and time spent (T ) over data packets sent and is split into three
energy components, namely, transmitting (Et ), receiving and
overhearing (Er ), and idle (Ei ). Let Pt , Pr , and Pi denote the
power consumed in each of those operational states. TDIF S
and TSIF S are the DIFS and SIFS intervals, respectively. Since
we consider no collisions, the backoff period (TBO ) is an
average value obtained from the minimum CW
 size (CWmin )
and the slot time (Tslot ) as TBO = CW2min Tslot .
In each transmission cycle of DCF, the transmitter and
the receiver, respectively, consume energy to transmit and
receive the RTS packet and the data packet and to receive and
transmit the CTS packet and the ACK packet. Meanwhile, the
N − 1 source nodes not involved in the transmission consume
energy to overhear the exchange of packets except for one
that can only overhear the packets sent by the relay node. The
relay node and the N source nodes also consume energy for
listening to the wireless channel for DIFS, average backoff,
and SIFS intervals. In addition, one source node is idle when
one of the other source nodes is transmitting to the relay node.
The energy consumption ratio of DCF (EDCF ) shows a
minimum value and a higher stable value under saturation
due to the long-term fairness characteristic. To compute the
min
minimum energy consumption ratio of DCF (EDCF
), we
analyze the case when the source nodes can transmit N packets
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and the relay node can forward all of them to their respective
destinations. In contrast, the saturation energy consumption
sat
ratio of DCF (EDCF
) is obtained when the relay node can
perform data transmission only once every N transmissions
from the source nodes. Therefore, EDCF is given by
EDCF =α (Et +Er +Ei )
Et =β (TRT S +TCT S +TDAT A +TACK ) Pt

Finally, the energy consumption ratio of BidCode
(EBidCode ) consists of several parts of the energy components
of the previously analyzed protocols. In BidCode, the source
nodes perform N data transmissions and the relay node only
requires N/2 coded data transmissions using reverse direction
communication to exchange N packets from end to end.
Hence, EBidCode is represented by
1
(Et +Er +Ei )
N
Et =N (TRT S +TCT S +TACK +TDAT A ) Pt

EBidCode =

Er = (γ (TRT S +TDAT A ) +δ (TCT S +TACK )) Pr
Ei = (TDIF S +TBO +3TSIF S ) Pi
+ (ζ (TRT S +TDAT A ) +κ (TCT S +TACK )) Pi

(3)

+ (N/2) TXORDAT A Pt

α= N1 ,

where
β=2N , γ=δ=N (2N −1), =2N (N +1), and
min
ζ=κ=N for EDCF
and α=1, β=N +1, γ=N (N −1) +N ,
2
sat
δ=N 2 +N −1, = (N +1) , ζ=N , and κ=1 for EDCF
.
The energy consumption ratio of COPE (ECOP E ) can
be derived in a similar way to that of DCF. The lower
min
bound of ECOP E (ECOP
E ) is calculated when the source
nodes perform N transmissions and the relay node forwards
N/2 coded packets. On the contrary, the saturation bound of
sat
ECOP E (ECOP
E ) is computed considering that the relay node
can only send a coded packet once every N transmissions from
the source nodes. Thus, ECOP E is expressed as
ECOP E =α (Et +Er +Ei )
Et = (β (TRT S +TCT S +TACK ) +N TDAT A ) Pt
+γTXORDAT A Pt
Er = (δTRT S +N (N −1) TDAT A + (TCT S +TACK )) Pr
+ζTXORDAT A Pr
Ei =κ (TDIF S +TBO +3TSIF S ) Pi
+ (N (TRT S +TDAT A ) +TCT S +TACK ) Pi

(4)
2

where α= N1 , β=N + N2 , γ= N2 , δ=N (N −1) + N2 ,

2
=N 2 + N2 (N −1), ζ= N2 , and κ= (N +1) N + N2
for
1
min
ECOP
and
α=
,
β=N
+1,
γ=1,
δ=N
(N
−1)
+N
,
E
2
2
sat
.
=N 2 +N −1, ζ=N , and κ= (N +1) for ECOP
E
The energy consumption ratio of BidMAC (EBidM AC ) is
based on that of DCF with the following differences. The
receiver and the transmitter consume energy to transmit and
receive a data packet (without an ACK packet) and to receive
and transmit an ACK packet, respectively. In addition, the
other N −1 source nodes consume energy to overhear the data
packet from the receiver. The relay node and the N source
nodes also consume energy for an additional SIFS interval.
Note that in BidMAC the relay node is able to forward N
packets form end to end in N transmission slots gained by
the source nodes. As a result, EBidM AC is written as
1
EBidM AC = (Et +Er +Ei )
N
Et =N (TRT S +TCT S +TACK +2TDAT A ) Pt
Er =N ((N −1) (TRT S +TACK ) +N TCT S ) Pr
+N (N +N −1) TDAT A Pr
Ei =N (N +1) (TDIF S +TBO +4TSIF S ) Pi
+N (TRT S +TDAT A +TACK ) Pi

(5)

Er =N (N −1) (TRT S +TDAT A ) Pr
+ (N TCT S + (N/2) TXORDAT A ) N Pr


+ N 2 /2 + (N/2) (N −1) TACK Pr
Ei =(N +1) (N (TDIF S +TBO ) +7 (N/2) TSIF S ) Pi
+ (N (TRT S +TDAT A ) + (N/2) TACK ) Pi

(6)

IV. E VALUATION R ESULTS
The energy efficiency results of DCF, COPE, BidMAC, and
BidCode are presented in this section by means of the analysis
presented in the previous section and simulations based on a
custom-made simulator in Python.
We simulate the Alice and Bob and cross scenarios shown
in Fig. 1. All the nodes are static and within the transmission
range of each other except one that is hidden from each
source node. However, we assume that, although they cannot
properly receive data, a pair of source nodes hidden from
each other are at least able to perform carrier sensing when
one of them is transmitting. The source nodes generate data
packets of constant length through a Poisson arrival process.
The relay node does not generate own traffic but only forwards
the received packets to their respective destinations. Also, no
packets are lost due to channel errors but packet losses may
occur due to collisions of RTS packets.
The system parameters used to perform the simulations and their values are provided in Table I. The Extended Interframe Space (EIFS) is the time that follows a collision of RTS packets and is calculated as
TEIF S =TDIF S +TSIF S +TACK (6Mbps). The holding time
(Th ) specifies how much time a relay node can store a packet
before forwarding it without coding in order to increase coding
opportunities. All simulation runs were repeated 10 times for
the duration of 20 s each and the simulation results in the plots
are obtained with a 95% confidence interval lower than 0.05.
Fig. 3 shows the network energy efficiency of the protocols
considering different values for the traffic load, MSDU length,
and PHY data rate in the two reference scenarios.
Figs. 3a and 3d show that for high traffic loads COPE and
BidCode outperform DCF and BidMAC in the Alice and Bob
scenario whereas BidCode and BidMAC perform the best in
the cross scenario. In the first case, the reason is that COPE and
BidCode reduce the number of data transmissions and therefore nodes consume less energy for transmitting and receiving
packets when compared to DCF and BidMAC. In the second
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Fig. 3. Energy efficiency of DCF, COPE, BidMAC, and BidCode versus the traffic load (with fixed 1500-byte MSDU and 54-Mbps PHY rate) and MSDU
length (under saturated traffic load and with 54 Mbps), and data rate (under saturation with 1500 bytes)) in the Alice and Bob (A&B) and cross scenarios.

case, the reason is that, unlike DCF and COPE, BidMAC
and BidCode are not affected by the MAC fairness, hence
providing a higher amount of channel access opportunities
for the relay node. For this reason, the gains of BidCode
versus DCF (131%, 285%) and versus COPE (16%, 93%) are
significantly higher in the cross scenario.
The results of Figs. 3b and 3e show that, while BidCode
performs the best in both scenarios for all packet lengths,
BidMAC does not outperform COPE in the Alice and Bob scenario for long packet lengths. The reason is that in BidMAC,
and also in BidCode, the impact of the reduced overhead time
of control packets and silent periods on the total transmission
time is lower when the data transmission time is longer. For
this reason, the gains of BidCode versus DCF (170–124%,
350–273%) and versus COPE (36–13%, 126–87%) decrease
as the packet length increases in both scenarios. Similarly, the
results in Figs. 3c and 3f show that BidCode achieves the
highest energy efficiency for all data rates. Note that higher
gains versus DCF (106–131%, 242–285%) and versus COPE
(4–16%, 72–93%) are shown for faster rates in both scenarios.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper has comprehensively evaluated via analysis and
simulation the energy efficiency of BidCode, a new NC-aware
MAC protocol for wireless networks based on IEEE 802.11.
Two well-known network topologies have been considered in
the evaluation, namely, Alice and Bob, i.e., two source nodes
and a relay node, and cross, i.e., four source nodes and a relay
node. Also, important system parameters like the traffic load,
packet length, and data rate, have been taken into account to
compare BidCode with DCF and DCF+NC, i.e., COPE. The
evaluation results have shown that BidCode is the most energyefficient solution especially in the cross scenario and for high

traffic loads, short packet lengths, and fast data rates.
In order to validate the high performance of BidCode in a
more realistic environment, ongoing work is aimed at implementing BidCode in several programmable wireless platforms
and measuring the network throughput and energy efficiency.
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